FOUNDATION ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. Open box and remove all contents, making sure you have all parts shown.
2. Side and head rails are temporarily held together with brackets and pins. Remove pins to separate pieces by pulling up on pin.
3. Connect the Side and end brackets at the corners of the frame and secure with pin, making sure stickers with arrows point up.
4. Center rail attaches by sliding brackets together from the top at head and foot of frame.
5. Roll out pre-spaced slats onto top of frame until each side is fully extended.
6. Using pre-drilled holes in slates, screw each slate to rails in 3 places. Do not over tighten.
7. Place cover onto frame making sure each corner is aligned tightly and entire frame is covered.

TOOLS NEEDED:
- A. DRILL
- B. #2 SQUARE BIT

PARTS INCLUDED:
- A. 4 CONNECTING PINS
- B. 2 SIDE RAILS
- C. 2 END RAILS
- D. CENTER RAILS - (QUANTITY DEPENDING ON BED SIZE)
  - Twin/TXL - 0, Full/Queen - 1, King/Cal King - 2
- E. SCREWS - (QUANTITY DEPENDING ON BED SIZE)
  - Twin/TXL - 24, Full/Queen - 36, King - 48, Cal King - 52
- F. COVER